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Please note that the attached supplementary information was unavailable 
when the agenda was printed. 
 
 
Agenda No Item 
 
  
5(a)   APP/21/01310 - Tournerbury Woods, Tournerbury Lane, Hayling Island   

Proposal:      Change of Use of land and woodland (retrospective) as 
a wedding and events venue, including retention of 
permanent ancillary buildings and structures, the 
erection of removable structures (including marquees 
and temporary facilities), and the use of the land as a 
campsite in association with events. 
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GOOD AFTERNOON CHAIRMAN & MEMBERS 

 

Mr & Mrs Phillips, the owners of Tournerbury Farm, fully support the 

recommendation by Officers, which is that the application for this site 

should, once again, be refused. 

 

My clients do not object to the activities taking place at the Estate, only 

the requirement for access through their farmyard and along the Right 

of Way. 

 

The presence of an alternative track is a relevant consideration, 

although it is not part of this application.  This track was first applied for 

by Mr Snell in 2017.  It has the benefit of planning permission; 

conditions have been discharged and it is still under construction.  No-

one is suggesting that it is in a condition where it can currently be used.  

It can soon be completed and brought into use for the benefit of all 

users, by Mr Snell and his wife, patrons to the Estate and to access 

adjoining fields by Mr & Mrs Phillips. 

 

Were Mr Snell to submit a future planning application which 

incorporated this alternative track and avoided the farmyard, it would 

have the full support of Mr & Mrs Phillips. 

 

The Council granted planning permission in 2017 for the alternative 

access track to the Estate, acknowledging that the current route 

through the farm was causing an issue with the ongoing operations 

within the farm itself by way of additional traffic passing through.   

 

Deputation Submitted by Mr Knappett
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Whilst in this application there is now a proposed cap on the number of 

events in any one year, the potential number of guests, up to 200, 

attending some events would not be reasonable given the number of 

likely vehicle movements through the farmyard at all hours.  The 

limitation on guests and events does not include staff working at an 

event and passing through the farmyard into the early hours of the 

morning or, on other days, those attending planning and supplier 

meetings in connection with weddings and events, shooting events or 

those staying at Woods Cottage. 

Mr Weaver s Report advises in relation to the Right of Way: it is not 

considered appropriate for the wedding and events venue to rely on 

this route, bringing as it does the risks of noise and disturbance in 

residential amenity terms, and the risk of conflict between visitor 

movements and the safe and satisfactory functioning of the farmyard.   

Mr & Mrs Phillips share these concerns.    

Visitor movements and activities along the track are considered likely 

to give rise to an unacceptable level of noise and disturbance to 

occupiers of the Farm, as well as prejudicing the safe and satisfactory 

operation of the Farm for workers and visitors to the wedding/events 

venue alike. 

 

Specific issues of concern include noise and disturbance late at night 

by visitors and traffic going to/from the Estate; the lack of security, 

occasional antisocial behaviour, taxis waiting in the Farmyard, vehicle 

headlights late at night towards the Farmhouse; the narrowness of the 

track and lack of opportunities for vehicles to pass; the close proximity 
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of water bodies and lack of forward visibility; and the conflict of vehicles 

passing through the Farmyard with livestock, farm vehicles and 

workers. 

 

Mr & Mrs Phillips are grateful for the Council s recommendation that 

the application be refused planning permission with an 

acknowledgement of the harm that is currently being caused (and will 

continue to be caused) to the enjoyment of their land whilst traffic 

continues to pass through the Farmyard to access the Estate. 

 

We hope that you concur with the recommendation of your Officers and 

refuse this application. 

 

Thank you for your time! 
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Deputation Tournerbury Woods 1st December 2022. Issy Scott 
 
Track going through farm 
1. Track  
 The decision was made at the previous planning meeting regarding 

Tournerbury Woods Estate wedding application was that the track going 
through the farm yard and with the pond one side and water the other side, 
was not fit for purpose, this was Mr Steve Weaver the planning officer 
opinion. The councillors voted against the planning application.  Mr Snell 
appealed the decision which is why we have reconvened.  The track has not 
changed it is still not fit for purpose, very dangerous for cars and large 
vehicles to cross such as busses, vans etc. Why have we reconvened to 
discuss a planning application for Tournerbury Woods which has a track 
leading to it which has already been decided is not fit for purpose and is still 
not fit for purpose? 

New Track 
2. A new track has been built and paid for by Mr and Mrs Philips which 

illustrates they are not averse to the wedding venue, the aim is to save the 
farm business and allow wedding parties to have a safe, more enjoyable 
route to the wedding venue. Mr and Mrs Philips built the new track to Mr 
Snell’s application February 2017, and although not quite finished will be 
built to spec, hedged and tree lined.   

 Mr Snell applied for planning APP/12/01333 February 2017 for a new track 
which avoided going through the farm. Mr Snell’s rational for preferring the 
new track and not going through the farm are as follows: 

(a) I (Mr Snell) am entitled to 24 hour a day, unencumbered right of way 
through the middle of Tournerbury Farmyard. This right of way is 
causing difficulties for Mr Phillips in running Tournerbury Farm, 
especially in regard to his Beef livestock herd (part of the successful 
local produce initiative-The Three harbours Beef scheme). 

(b) Mr Phillips is not allowed to prevent free passage to and from 
Tournerbury woods; this causes extreme difficulties and raises 
Health and Safety issues, both for farm workers and for the well-
being of the cattle during the times of movement both to and from 
the barns and when veterinary procedures are taking place in the 
farmyard. This leads to stressful situation for both farm workers and 
cattle with unnecessary delays to which should be normal farm 
operations.  

(c) The right of way makes no allowance for locking or padlocking of 
gates across the Right of Way. This causes Mr Phillips extreme 
difficulty in that he is unable to secure the farmyard during the night 
or when on holiday, leaving valuable equipment and livestock 
potentially vulnerable to theft. In addition, the right of way makes no 
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allowance even for gates to be erected. I am sympathetic to Mr 
Phillips needs in running a small farming operation and the 
difficulties my right of way causes.  

(d) Part of Tournerbury Woods is the Tourner Bury, a scheduled ancient 
monument consisting of a unique earthwork fortification believed to 
be up to 2000 year old. The existing access road runs right across it 
and through it. English Heritage recently inspected the monument 
(Feb 2017) stated it would be better for the long-term conservation of 
the monument if the Woods access road ceased to run through it.  

 
 Mr Snell rational for not coming through the farm is correct. In addition, the 

movement of machinery is hindered by wedding traffic. The Health and 
Safety issues raised by Mr Snell is correct, in addition there have been near 
misses between farm machinery and cars driving to the wedding venue. 
If/when a wedding guest car is hit by farm machinery, who will be liable? It 
will not be Mr Snell, nor those in this room who make the decision, it will be 
Mr and Mrs Phillips. Considering Mr and Mrs Phillips do not want the 
wedding guests coming through their farm due to disruption of farm 
activities, loss of amenity, and concerns for the safety of wedding guest this 
seems very unfair.  

 
 Mr Snell is right to have sympathy for Mr and Mrs Phillips regarding the 

difficulties his right of way causes. Wedding guest have been found smoking 
within the barns where hay and horses are kept, being sick and urinating 
within the farmyard. Wedding guests have been found driving around the 
golf course and urinating up against the golf course cafe door. At least two 
wedding guests’ cars have ended up in a ditch due to leaving the right of 
way and the driver’s being intoxicated.  Mr and Mrs Phillips have numerous 
disturbed nights where Mr Phillips is required to investigate at all hours 
during the night due to disturbances within the farmyard caused by wedding 
guests, to check the animals and machinery are safe. Mrs Phillips due to the 
stress of the disruption to the farm and lack of sleep caused by traffic in the 
middle of the night has been under the Doctor for depression. 

 
 Mr Snell is right to be concerned that Mr Phillips is unable to have a locked 

gate, horses have escaped during wedding nights and have walked through 
built-up areas and onto roads.  

 
 Mr Snell is right to be concerned regarding Tourner Bury as National 

England stated in 2017 to preserve the Tourner Bury for the long term it 
would be better that the access of the woods was moved.  

 
 New Track 
 This brings us back to the New Track which is far superior to the track going 

through the farm.  The width of the new track is straight, 4.5m, widening to 
6m at passing places with 3.75m either side. Mr Snell has the right of way of 
a single track going through the farm this means there are no passing 
places, therefore if a car was accessing the woods and a bus was egressing 
the woods there would be no passing points therefore the car would need to 
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reverse through the farmyard (farm traffic) or the bus would be required to 
reverse to the wedding venue which for obvious reasons is very dangerous.  

 
Conclusion 
 
Mr Snell applied for planning Feb 2017 to build a new track with the aim to avoid 
going through the Mr and Mrs Phillips farm supplying very credible reasons why this 
should be granted. Mr Snell withdrew this application and applied for retrospective 
planning applications for the wedding venue with the traffic going through Mr and 
Mrs Phillips farmyard. If this application is granted there is absolutely no doubt Mr 
and Mrs Phillips farming business will be ruined due to the reasons mentioned 
above. In addition, there is a very high chance that a serious accident will occur due 
to movement of farm machinery and Wedding guests driving through the farmyard 
which, as already stated Mr and Mrs Phillips will be liable. All these issues can be 
avoided, and two businesses, Mr and Mrs Phillips farm, and the wedding venue, can 
work side by side and prosper, if Mr and Mrs Snell would agree to give up the right of 
way through the farm in return for exactly the same rights, over a new safe, far 
superior track.   
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Deputation Submitted by Lucy Barwick 
 
I have been employed by Tournerbury for almost 5 years now, it is my primary 
source of income and I am so lucky to have my dream job so close to home (I'm born 
and bred in Hampshire). Myself and my team (of up to 12 during peak season) are 
all local to the venue, and would otherwise have to travel outside of the Borough (or 
even county) for work. We have a dedicated team of Grounds people as well who 
work all year round.  I'm a huge nature lover, and one of the things that drew me to 
working at Tournerbury was Chris & Alice's complete dedication to ensuring the 
preservation of the natural surroundings. This is a special place that has been looked 
after and loved by their family for almost 100 years. It is not a ‘fly by night’ 
development opportunity.  
  
Without their investment, funded solely by the income from weddings, Tournerbury 
Woods would be failing rather than ecologically thriving as it is now.  
  
Myself and the Tournerbury team are incredibly proud of the work we do to help so 
many couples (both local and from further afield) host their perfect wedding day. 
Tournerbury has supported so many small family Borough businesses in the area, 
with many relying on Tournerbury as a critical source of income. Many of these small 
business owners have become personal friends of mine, and we are all deeply 
concerned for our livelihoods should Tournerbury not continue in its current capacity, 
not only financially but also on a personal level.  
  
Each wedding we host brings people into the area who may not have visited before, 
often not having heard of Hayling Island before. They then stay in local 
accommodation across the Borough, visit local restaurants, pubs, cafes and shops, 
often extending their trip for multiple days around the wedding. Many of our couples 
re-visit the Borough each year to celebrate their anniversaries and other life events, 
bringing more income and trade both to the Island and the Borough that would 
otherwise go elsewhere.  
  
To come to a negative determination would be a huge loss for myself, my team, our 
couples and the local community and a multitude of supplier businesses.  If 
Tournerbury is interrupted for the apparent benefit of a few residents with either 
misguided and ill-informed views or personal agendas, and who have never visited 
the venue, that would be catastrophic not only to me but to considerably more 
people and their families.    
  
Lucy Barwick 
Venue Manager, Tournerbury Woods Estate 
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Deputation Submitted by Mr Ford 

Written deputation in support of APP/21/01310 for Planning Committee meeting 
01/12/22 
 
I do not wish to address the committee but would like to submit the below written 
deputation:  
 
My name is Daren Ford. With my wife Claire we own and run Focus Commercial 
Cleaning.  We are a Borough based family business that serves the Havant, Hayling, 
Waterlooville, Rowlands Castle and Drayton areas.  Tournerbury is one of our most 
important clients.   
 
We employ 14 people and our employees enjoy fair wages, holiday pay, uniform, 
training and rewards.  The venue at Tournerbury is extremely important to us and is 
a way that we can employ so many.  Their business has been a critical part of our 
expansion and without Tournerbury we would not be able to provide as much work 
for local people who rely on us for their wages to feed their families.  Our employees 
live in Emsworth, Waterlooville, Leigh Park, Hayling, all over the Borough.  
 
Councillors, these are your hard working, dedicated residents and our Tournerbury 
contract makes their lives better. To turn down this retrospective application today 
says you do not back these residents. It says you do not back local businesses in 
our brilliant Borough. 
 
Havant and Hayling Councillors should be proud of this amazing venue and all it 
does to support the local economy through provision of jobs and support to other 
businesses.  We must collectively take pride in our regeneration, not kill it. 
 
Tournerbury is a sustainable place, employment opportunities at Tournerbury are 
helping to create successful people and through that opportunity better businesses 
are being built, such as us, in line with your regeneration strategy. 
 
In the current economic climate, we should be supporting businesses and 
employment not considering limiting them or closing them.  
 
We must recognise the importance of local family run businesses to the success of 
the Borough’s prosperity – Tournerbury does that at the same time as investing 
significantly in protecting the environment of the site – it addresses our Boroughs 
economic priorities and is entirely aligned with Havant’s bold and ambitious 
statement of intent.   
 
Not supporting Tournerbury today sends us and indeed all business decision makers 
- both those that are established here and those that might look to locate here a very 
negative message about how Havant Borough views businesses and job prospects.  
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Madame Chair and Councillors I urge you to support your residents, support your 
Borough's economic prosperity and environmental good management. You do that 
by supporting the Tournerbury wedding venue. Thank you. 
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Deputation Submitted by Ms Barnett 

Tournerbury has always been a big part of my life and is a place I feel a strong 
connection to. I live off of Tournerbury lane meaning it’s just a stones throw away 
and it’s a blessing to have it right on my doorstep. I love the peacefulness and 
tranquillity of the grounds and when I saw a job opening at Tournerbury a few years 
ago I knew I had to have it to be a part of this magical place. Tournerbury is now my 
main source of income throughout the summer months and it has been an absolute 
pleasure to experience the joy and benefit it brings to so many peoples lives. It is 
amazing to build long lasting relationships with all the local business that we work 
with. It creates a large portion of work for local people like myself and is a key part of 
Hayling island. 

  

Ella Barnett 
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Deputation Submitted by Ms Batchelor 
 
I was born and bred on Hayling Island and grew up in West lane.  I returned to 
Hayling in the late 90’s having spent a decade in London nursing.   
 
I got married in 2005 and had 3 children in quick succession.  Tragically, in 2016 the 
father of my children died from pancreatic cancer within 5 weeks.  Tournerbury 
Woods offered to host my husbands wake and they were unbelievably empathetic 
towards me and my children (9,7 & 5 at the time).  They were so sensitive to our 
needs and wishes and thanks to them, we have a positive memory from the wake as 
a memory for the future.   
 
On 2nd October 2021, I got married again to Darren who had also been widowed in 
2016.  We chose Tournerbury as it felt naturally relaxed & we felt it would suit all our 
children, friends and family joining together for a gathering for the 1st time. And we 
wanted the occasion to be uplifting. Tournerbury is unpretentious, outdoorsy and 
natural.  In addition I felt drawn to Tournerbury from my previous memories and the 
setting, which is beautiful & serene.   And of course it is on Hayling, where we had 
chosen to live.  We wanted to show off Tournerbury’s unique beauty. 
 
It turned out to be an extremely wet and windy day.  However, it did not spoil our 
celebration at all because we were beautifully looked after and protected from the 
weather conditions with canvas covers on the deck and the stunning marquee.   
 
Tournerbury employs helpful, friendly professional staff, welcoming to guests and 
suppliers. Nothing was too much trouble. 
 
We were very impressed with the instructions given about how the day should run in 
relation to the weather but more importantly, access to Tournerbury and the 
woodland and being mindful of neighbours. 
 
We used local suppliers for our catering, floristry & the entertainment. 
 
We value this as a local venue and love looking at photos of our day. 
It is an outstanding venue and we have told so many people about it. 
 
Our guests came from far and wide (including abroad) – many who hadn’t visited the 
area before (Darren’s family live in Kent/East Sussex) and stayed locally and used 
local taxi services. 
 
The venue should be celebrated and supported in every way – there’s nothing quite 
like it locally. 
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Deputation Submitted by Ms French
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Deputation Submitted by Shelley Meredith 

Supporting deputation for APP/21/01310 for Planning Committee meeting 01/12/22 
  
My name is Shelley Meredith, with my partner I run the award-winning Island 
Catering Company.  We are a Hayling based catering company providing event 
catering services across the region.  The majority of our work takes place at 
Tournerbury.  Without Tournerbury we wouldn’t be the business we have become 
and we wouldn’t have been able to provide the covid support that we did to our local 
community at a time of crisis.  Our business not only feeds our family but also allows 
us to teach our two little daughters to take pride in our local community and give 
them a sense of place.  We provide employment for ourselves and up to 6 other local 
Borough residents, and we further rely on around 10 suppliers from the area – this is 
real economics – we keep people in work and help families to survive, and that’s 
because of Tournerbury.  We love our business and the joy it brings to our so many 
people that visit the Borough to create beautiful memories.  Our clients love 
Tournerbury – we see first-hand the effect this unique venue has on people.  
Criticism is coming from people who haven’t even visited the venue. 
  
As a regular supplier travelling along the access route we have never had any 
conflict with all the other diverse businesses that operate from the farm.  The claims 
of it being a working farm are far-fetched, there are a lot of other things going on 
there, and they definitely aren’t agricultural. The route is always clear, and I’ve never 
experienced any conflict or blocks to the route because of other vehicles.  It’s no 
different to the access we experience to many businesses locally where you have to 
travel between other businesses to reach your destination.  We also visit other 
venues in the area and the access to Tournerbury is far easier and safer than many 
others we experience. 
  
Everyone in our community who loves Tournerbury and all the good it brings are 
appalled at the apparent hatred that a few residents from large properties opposite 
the venue appear to be whipping up.    
  
Tournerbury is a tiny family run business.  They are simply trying to create 
something that is good for Hayling and the wider Borough, something that we should 
all be really proud of.  The business ensures the beautiful environment there is 
maintained. The wildlife is incredible, and we have only witnessed it get better and 
better and more diverse in the years we have been supplying Tournerbury.  It is one 
of the only areas in Chichester Harbour that is environmentally thriving.  That’s 
because of the wedding business.  The owners work incredibly hard, they are 
passionate about the Woods and the business and without the venue Hayling will be 
a worse place and so will the Woods, and we won’t be the business we are and 
won’t provide the employment and contribution to the local economy that we do, 
including in times of difficulty. 
  
Your decision on this application will impact lives and young families trying to survive 
the cost-of-living crisis. 
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Thank you for thinking about our perspective. 
  
Shelley Meredith – Island Catering Company 
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Deputation Submitted by Applicants Agent
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Deputation Summary for Planning Committee – Tournerbury Estates.  1st Dec 2022 
Lance Quantrill – County Councillor for Hayling Island 
(330 words) 
 
Interest: 
Hampshire County Council has 4 Strategic Aims. 
The first is: "maintain strong and resilient economic growth and prosperity." 
Cllrs on the committee have advice from experts on specialist subjects, so I focus on the 
benefits of Tourism contributing to the County Council's Aim. 
  
General: 
Since Victorian times Hayling Island has been an attractive destination for Visitors.  
 
A boom in UK seaside holidays occurred after the 2nd World War.  
By the '70's Hayling Island had 5 seasonal holiday camps.  
4 of which had direct harbour access. 
 
Having evolved their mixes of stay duration and entertainment, 3 camps are even more popular 
today - with over 95% occupancy and open throughout the year.  
 
Other holiday attractions thrive: such as Parkdean Park (static caravans) with Fishery Lane and 
The Oven campsites, for touring caravans and tents, along with hotels, bed & breakfasts and 
holiday let venues. 
 
Unlike competitive resorts, most of Hayling Island venues have direct access to the 
shoreline.  Particularly desirable for special events. 
 
Just as the railway was a key factor 150 years ago, the Hindhead Tunnel, 15 years ago, 
widened access for 2.5 million residents of Southwest London within a 90-minute drive time.  
 
Specific: 
In a very competitive market for events, Tournerbury Estate offers a highly attractive and unique 
venue because it is both rural as well as shoreline.  
With only 150 guests it is also intimate.  
 
Apart from local employment and local purchases, there is a multiplier factor, typically 7x, 
whereby such spend is subsequently re-spent in the local economy – in Havant Borough. 
 
Similarly, those coming to events may stay locally or arrive early and make purchases in local 
shops, visit attractions and buy refreshments. 
 
Such events also prompt return visits to the locality for short breaks and longer holidays.  
 
Havant Borough Council’s Strategy for Beachlands recognises the need for Hayling Island to 
provide unique, attractive attractions - this is one. 
 
Submission: 
Granting permission to Tournerbury Estates for events would “maintain strong and resilient 
economic growth and prosperity".                                                                                 

  
End. 
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Deputation Submitted by Councillor Payter 

 

My deputation will cover the following areas –  

1) HBC Regeneration Strategy 

2) Responsibilities and duties of Councillors to the Public Interest 

3) Environment and Economy 

4) Weighing planning balance in the Public Interest 

5) Definition of ‘amenity’ in planning law 

6) Context of ‘amenity’ in this application 

7) Access to the application site 

8) Hayling Island as a tourist destination 
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